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ARCHAEOLOGY & ANCIENT NEAR EAST


Ackerman, Susan. __When Heroes Love: The Ambiguity of Eros in the Stories of Gilgamesh and David__. Columbia University. 2005. Hardcover with dust jacket. 353pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is worn, rubbed and scuffed. Lower edge of boards and jacket are bumped. $15 [671351]


Biran, Abraham.  __Biblical Dan__.  Israel Exploration Society - Hebrew Union College.  1994.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  280pp.  Pencil markings throughout.  Dust jacket and boards are edge worn, curled and bumped.  $10 [671281]


Cagni, Luigi. __L'Epopea Di Erra [Studi Semitici, 34]__. Istituto di Studi del Vicino Oriente. 1969. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 328pp. Yellowed to edges of boards and spines. Board are edge worn, bumped and chipped. $67 [671347]


Chiera, Edward. __Sumerian Religious Texts [Crozer Theological Seminary, Babylonian Publications, Vol. 1]__. Upland, PA.. 1924. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 41; lxxiipp. Boards are edge worn, scuffed and worn. Buckram to spine and corners. Some leaves uncut to edges. $77 [671215]

Cleveland, Ray L.. __An Ancient South Arabian Necropolis: Objects from the Second Campaign (1951) in the Timna Cemetery__. Johns Hopkins. 1965. Hardcover with dust jacket. 188pp. G/G. Slightly stained dust jacket, small stamp on outer edges. $9 [672147]


Cole, Steven W.. __The Early Neo-Babylonian Governor's Archive from Nippur__. Oriental Institute. 1996. Hardcover with dust jacket. 458pp. VG/G. Folio. Slightly bumped corners, creased dust jacket edges, label remnant on front of dust jacket. $40 [671206]
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Dandamaev, Muhammad A.. __Slavery in Babylonia: From Nabopolassar to Alexander the Great (626-331 BC)__. Northern Illinois University. 1984. Hardcover with dust jacket. 836pp. VG/G. Sunned spine to dust jacket. $27 [671334]


Davis, Andrew R.. __Tel Dan In Its Northern Cultic Context [SBL, Archaeology and Biblical Studies, No. 20]__. SBL. 2013. Paperback. 209pp. Infrequent penciling. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. $11 [671588]


Driver, G.R.. __Aramaic Documents of the Fifth Century B.C. Abridged and Revised edition__. Oxford. 1957. Hardcover with dust jacket. 107pp. VG/G. Foxing, chipped dust jacket, previous owner's name inside, notes on back free end paper. $16 [672123]

Edgar, Campbell Cowan. __Zenon Papyri in the University of Michigan Collection__. University of Michigan Press. 1931. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 211pp. Very worn cover, beginning to split along upper spine edge. Musty, heavy foxing, previous owner name, blindstamp on title page. $15 [672152]


Ellis, Richard S.. __Foundation Deposits in Ancient Mesopotamia__. Yale. 1968. Hardcover with dust jacket. 213pp. VG/VG $47 [671343]


Gordon, Cyrus H. __The Loves and Wars of Baal and Anat and Other Poems from Ugarit__. Princton. 1943. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 47pp. Very good; slight foxing. $47 [671171]


Gotze, Albrecht. __Madduwattas__. Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft. 1968. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 178, vipp. Very good; previous owner's name inside front cover. Foxing to plates. In German. $14 [671073]


Hackett, Jo Ann.  __The Balaam Text From Deir'Alla [Harvard Semitic Monographs, No. 31]__.  Scholars.  1980. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 147pp. Very good; previous owner's name inside.  $11 [671069]


Harris, Rivkah.  __Ancient Sippar: A Demographic Study of an Old-Babylonian City (1894-1595 B.C.)__.  Nederlands HistorischArchaeologisch Instituut.  1975. Paperback. 408pp. Deeply creased spine, with hinges loose, but still attached. Yellowed, worn and scuffed. Previous owner name to front cover.  $37 [670974]


Hollis, Susan Tower. __The Ancient Egyptian 'Tale of Two Brothers': The Oldest Fairy Tale in the World [Oklahoma Series in Classical Culture]__. University of Oklahoma Press. 1990. Hardcover with dust jacket. 276pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, worn and scuffed. $11 [672050]


Hussey, Mary Inda. __Sumerian Tablets in the Harvard Semitic Museum, 2 Vols.: Chiefly From the Reigns of Lugalanda and Urukagina of Lagash__. Harvard. 1912. Hardcover. 2 volu pp. Quarto. 2 volumes. Boards are edge worn, chipped and scuffed. Buckram to spine and corners of boards. $87 [671212]


Jacobsen, Thorkild; William L. Moran, Ed.. __Toward the Image of Tammuz and Other Essays on Mesopotamian History and Culture__. Harvard. 1970. Hardcover with dust jacket. 507pp. Scant pencil markings throughout. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed; faded to spine. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $30 [671320]


Jamme, Albert. __Sabaean Inscriptions from Mahram Bilquis (Marib)___. Johns Hopkins. 1962. Hardcover with dust jacket. 480pp. G/G. Slightly chipped and torn dust jacket, small stamp on outer edges. $27 [672148]


Labat, Rene. __Manuel D'Epigraphie Akkadienne (Signes, Syllabaire, Ideogrammes)__.


Langdon, Stephen. __Sumerian Grammatical Texts [The University Museum, Publications of the Babylonian Section, Vol. XII, No. 1]__. University Museum. 1917. Paperback. pp. Wrappers are edge faded, yellowed and badly chipped. Creased and bumped to spine, repaired with tape. $22 [670838]


Laughlin, John C. H.. __Archaeology and the Bible__. Routledge. 2000. Hardcover with dust jacket. 196pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is gently worn and scuffed; covered with mylar. $11 [672048]


Lete, Gregorio Del Olmo; Wilfred G. E. Watson, Trans. by. __Canaanite Religion According to the Liturgical Texts of Ugarit__. CDL Press. 1999. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 397pp. Slightly edge worn boards, with bumping to top edge of spine. $77 [671393]


Luiselli, Maria Michela. __Der Amun-Re Hymnus des P. Boulaq 17 (P. Kairo CG 58038) [Kleine agyptische Texte 14]__. Harrassowitz Verlag. 2004. Paperback. 109pp. Very good; previous owner's stamp. 109, xi pages. $27 [671510]

Luukko, Mikko and Greta Van Buylaere. __The Political Correspondence of Esarhaddon [State Archives of Assyria, vol. XVI]__. Helsinki University Press. 2002. Hardcover with dust jacket. 221pp. Very good; previous owner's name inside front cover. $87 [671109]


Nougayrol, Jean; Claude F.A. Scheffer, ed. __Le Palais Royal d'Ugarit, III: Textes Accadiens et Hourrites des Archives est, Ouest et Centrales [Mission de Ras Shamra, Tome VI]__. Imprimerie Nationale / Librairie C. Klincksieck. 1955. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 339pp. Musty, previous owner's name inside front cover, book plate. Sound otherwise. $57 [670969]

Nougayrol, Jean; Claude F.A. Scheffer, ed. __Le Palais Royal d'Ugarit, IV (Planches): Textes Accadiens des Archives Sud (Archives internationales) [Mission de Ras Shamra, Tome IX]__. Imprimerie Nationale / Librairie C. Klincksieck. 1956. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 90pp. Musty, previous owner's name inside front cover, book plate. Sound otherwise. $37 [670968]

Nougayrol, Jean; Claude F.A. Scheffer, ed. __Le Palais Royal d'Ugarit, IV: Textes Accadiens des Archives SUX (Archives internationales) [Mission des Ras Shamra, Tome IX]__. Imprimerie Nationale / Librairie C. Klincksieck. 1956. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 300pp. Musty, previous owner's name inside front cover, book plate. Sound otherwise. $57 [670971]


Pfeiffer, Robert H., Selected and Copied by. __Excavations at Nuzi, Vol. II: The Archives of Shilwateshub Son of the King [Harvard Semitic Series, Vol. IX]__. Harvard. 1932. Hardcover, no dust jacket. xxv; xcpp. Boards are edge worn, scuffed and faded to spine. Previous owner name to FFEP. $47 [671220]


Porten, Bezalel. __Archives From Elephantine: The Life of an Ancient Jewish Military Colony__. University of California. 1968. Hardcover with dust jacket. 421pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped and stained. Boards are slightly edge worn. $32 [671821]


Rochberg, Francesca. __The Heavenly Writing: Divination, Horoscopy, and Astronomy in Mesopotamian Culture__. Cambridge. 2004. Hardcover with dust jacket. 331pp. NF/NF $57 [671263]


Romer, W. H. Ph. __Sumerische 'Konigshymnen' der Isin-Zeit__. Brill. 1965. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 289pp. Boards are edge worn, bumped and curled. Top edge of boards are curled, chipped and bent. $97 [671237]


Roth, Martha T.; Harry A. Hoffner, Jr., Contribution by. __Law Collections From Mesopotamia and Asia Minor [SBL, Writings from the Ancient World, Vol. 6]__. Scholars. 1995. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 283pp. Boards are edge worn, bumped and scuffed. Else very good. $15 [672089]
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Sherwin-White, Susan and Amelie Kuhrt. __From Samarkhand to Sardis: A New Approach to the Seleucid Empire [Hellenistic Culture and Society, XIII]__. University of California. 1993. Hardcover with dust jacket. 261pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn and bumped. $77 [671986]


Stamm, Johann Jakob. __Die Akkadische Namengebung__. Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft. 1968. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 372pp. Cocked spine, previous owner's name inside front cover. $47 [671629]

Stern, Ephraim. __Dor, Ruler of the Seas: Twelve Years of Excavations at the Israelite-Phoenician Harbor Town on the Carmel Coast__. Israel Exploration Society. 1994. Hardcover with dust jacket. 348pp. VG/VG $12 [670706]

Stern, Ephraim. __Dor, Ruler of the Seas. Twelve Years of Excavations at the Israelite-Phoenician Harbor Town on the Carmel Coast__. Israel Exploration Society. 1994. Hardcover with dust jacket. 348pp. VG/VG. Previous owner's name stamp inside front cover. $13 [671650]


Virolleaud, Charles; Claude F.A. Scheffer, ed..  __Le Palais Royal d'Ugarit, II: Textes en Cuneiformes Alphabetiques des Archives est, Ouest et Centrales [Mission de Ras Shamra, Tome VII]__.  Imprimerie Nationale / Librairie C. Klincksieck.  1957.  Hardcover, no dust jacket.  240pp.  Musty, previous owner's name inside front cover. Sound otherwise.  240, xxvi pages $57  [670963]


Wilson, Robert R._ _Genealogy and History in the Biblical World_. Yale. 1977. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 222pp. Moderate pencil marginalia, previous owner's name. Otherwise very good. $77 [671280]


ART

Cunneen, Joseph. __Robert Bresson: A Spiritual Style in Film__. Continuum. 2003. Hardcover with dust jacket. 199pp. VG/VG. Clean, sharp copy. $16 [U45929]

Duncan, Kate C.. __Northern Athapaskan Art: A Beadwork Tradition__. Seattle: Univ. of Washington Pr.. 1989. Hardcover with dust jacket. 224pp. VG/VG. Light waving to tail edge, clean and sharp otherwise; DJ torn at tail of spine, clean and bright otherwise, wrapped in mylar. $50 [U45834]


BIBLES


Thompson, Charles. __KJV Thompson Chain Reference Bible (5th Improved Ed)___. Kirkbride. 1988. Hardcover with dust jacket. 1923+pp. G/VG. Foxing, clean and sharp otherwise. $22 [U46006]


BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION


Flack, Elmer E., Bruce M. Metzger, et al. __Text, Canon, and Principal Versions of the Bible__. Baker. 1956. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 63pp. Highlighting, otherwise sound. $8 [671196]


Hiebert, Robert J. V., Ed.. __'Translation is Required': The Septuagint in Retrospect and Prospect [SBL, Septuagint and Cognate Studies, No. 56]__. SBL. 2010. Paperback. 248pp. Wrappers are edge worn and curled. $16 [672093]


Weiss, Meir. __The Bible from Within__. Magnes Press. 1984. Hardcover with dust jacket. 461pp. Badly shaken, musty, previous owner's name stamp, torn dust jacket. $67 [672107]


CHURCH HISTORY


Altaner, Berthold; Hilda C. Graef, Trans. by. __Patrology__. Herder & Herder. 1960. Hardcover with dust jacket. 660pp. Ink underlining and markings throughout. Dust jacket is edge chipped, yellowed and tape repaired. Boards are edge worn. $20 [671570]


Ambrose, Saint; Michael P. McHugh, Trans. by. __Saint Ambrose, Seven Exegetical Works: Isaac, or the Soul; Death as a Good; Jacob and the Happy Life; Joseph; The Patriarchs; Flight From the World; The Prayer of Job and David [Fathers of the Church]__. CUA Press. 1972. Hardcover with dust jacket. 486pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped and scuffed. Slight edge wear to boards. $22 [671709]


Augustine, St.; Philip T. Weller intro.. __Selected Easter Sermons of Saint Augustine__. B. Herder. 1959. Hardcover with dust jacket. 329pp. G/G. Foxing, cocked spine, previous owner's name, chipped dust jacket. $14 [670702]


Barlow, Claude W., Trans. by. __Iberian Fathers, Vol. 1: Martin of Braga; Paschasius of Dumium; Leander of Seville [Fathers of the Church]__. CUA Press. 1969. Hardcover with dust jacket. 261pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, worn and scuffed. Boards are edge worn. $8 [671712]


Berndt, Guido M. and Roland Steinacher, Eds. __Arianism: Roman Heresy and Barbarian Creed__. Ashgate. 2014. Hardcover with dust jacket. 381pp. Pencil underlining and markings throughout. Dust jacket and boards are edge worn, curled and scuffed. $97 [670749]


Buck, Lawrence P. and Jonathan W. Zophy, eds. __The Social History of the Reformation__. Ohio State University. 1972. Hardcover with dust jacket. 397pp. VG/VG. Previous owner's name on half-title verso. $8 [K671087]


Chadwick, Henry, Trans, Intro. and Notes by. __Origen: Contra Celsum__. Cambridge. 1965. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 531pp. From the personal library of Wayne Meeks. Boards are edge faded, worn and scuffed. $57 [670833]

Christensen, Carl C.. __Art and the Reformation in Germany__. Ohio / Wayne. 1979. Hardcover with dust jacket. 269pp. G/VG. Previous owner's name on ffep, penciling. $20 [671086]


Damian, Peter; Owen J. Blum, Trans. by. _Peter Damian, Letters 31-60 [Fathers of the Church, Mediaeval Continuation]_. CUA Press. 1990. Hardcover with dust jacket. 422pp. VG/VG. Very good. $20 [671713]


Davis, Henry trans.. _Saint Gregory the Great: Pastoral Care [Ancient Christian Writers Series No. 11]_. Newman Press. 1950. Hardcover with dust jacket. 281pp. G/G. Dust jacket is chipped and torn at corners and edges. Scant ink markings. $13 [671639]


Eastman, David L.. __Paul the Martyr: The Cult of the Apostle in the Latin West [SBL, Writings From the Greco-Roman World Supplement Series, No. 4]__. SBL. 2011. Paperback. 238pp. Pencil markings throughout. Wrappers are edge worn, scuffed and curled. $12 [671869]


Gabler, Ulrich. ___Huldrych Zwingli: His Life and Work__. Fortress. 1986. Hardcover with dust jacket. 196pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, worn and scuffed. Slightly edge worn boards. $9 [671353]

Ganoczy, Alexandre. ___The Young Calvin__. T. & T. Clark. 1988. Hardcover with dust jacket. 408pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge worn, scuffed and rubbed. Slightly edge worn boards. $11 [671368]


Hughes, Philip E.. _Theology of the English Reformers_. Eerdmans. 1965. Hardcover with dust jacket. 283pp. VG/VG. Previous owner's name on ffep. $11 [670783]


Landes, Paula Fredriksen. _Augustine on Romans: Propositions From the Epistles to the Romans Unfinished Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans [SBL, Texts and Translations 23; Early Christian Literature Series 6]_. Scholars. 1982. Paperback. 107pp. Wrappers are edge worn, scuffed and curled. $8 [670932]
Landes, Paulu Fredriksen. __Augustine on Romans: Propositions From the Epistle to the Romans Unfinished Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans [SBL, Texts and Translations 23; Early Christian Literature Series 6]__. Scholars. 1982. Paperback. 107pp. Yellowed to wrappers and leaves. Wrappers are edge stained, bumped and worn. $8 [671751]


Luther, Martin. __Luther's Works, vol. 21: The Sermon on the Mount (Sermons) and the Magnificat__. Concordia. 1956. Hardcover with dust jacket. 383pp. Musty, slightly chipped dust jacket. $15 [670578]


Luther, Martin. __Luther's Works, vol. 40: Church and Ministry II__. Muhlenberg. 1958. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 410pp. Musty, chipped dust jacket $10 [670577]

Luther, Martin. __Luther's Works, vol. 42: Devotional Writings I__. Fortress. 1969. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 206pp. Slightly musty, previous owner's name on ffep; otherwise sound. $16 [670569]

Luther, Martin. __Luther's Works, vol. 43: Devotional Writings II__. Fortress. 1968. Hardcover with dust jacket. 299pp. Slightly musty; otherwise sound. $16 [670584]

Luther, Martin; Conrad Bergendoff and Helmut T. Lehmann, Eds.. __Luther's Works, Vol. 40: Church and Ministry, II__. Muhlenberg. 1958. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 410pp. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. Corner bumped and curled. $15 [671362]

Luther, Martin; Jaroslav Pelikan. __Luther's Works, Companion Volume: Luther the Expositor, Introduction to the Reformer's Exegetical Writings__. Concordia. 1959. Hardcover with dust jacket. 286pp. G/G. Dust jacket and boards are slightly edge worn and scuffed. Jacket covered with mylar. $15 [671364]


Matovina, Timothy M.. __Tejano Religion and Ethnicity: San Antonio, 1821-1860__. University of Texas. 1995. Hardcover with dust jacket. 168pp. Cocked spine. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed. Boards are edge bumped and worn. $9 [670745]


Midgley, L. Margaret ed.. __Ministers' Accounts of the Earldom of Cornwall, 1296-1297, vol. I only__. Offices of the Royal Historical Society. 1942. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 150pp. Sunned cover, upper page edges slightly damp-warped. $11 [670671]


Setton, Kenneth M.. __Christian Attitude Towards the Emperor in the Fourth Century, Especially As Shown in Addresses to the Emperor__. Columbia. 1941. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 239pp. Musty. Leaves are edge yellowed. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $15 [670875]


Spinka, Matthew, Ed.. __LCC: Advocates of Reform From Wyclif to Erasmus__. Westminster. 1953. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 399pp. Slightly musty. Stained. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. Deeply stained to back end pages from glue. $8 [671794]


Straw, Carole. __Gregory the Great: Perfection in Imperfection [Transformation of the Classical Heritage]__. University of California. 1988. Paperback. 295pp. Wrappers are edge worn, scuffed and curled. $8 [670877]

Swanson, R. N., ed.. __The Church Retrospective [Studies in Church History, 33]__. Boydell Press. 1997. Hardcover with dust jacket. 587pp. Badly scuffed and torn dust jacket, otherwise very good. $8 [670593]

Telfer, William, Ed.. __LCC: Cyril of Jerusalem and Nemesius of Emesa__. Westminster. 1965. Hardcover with dust jacket. 466pp. Dust jacket and boards are stained and musty. Edge chipped, torn and scuffed. $10 [671798]


Tertullian. __Tertullian: Disciplinary, Moral and Ascetical Works [Fathers of the Church]__. CUA Press. 1977. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 331pp. Gently worn and scuffed boards, with small white spots to front board. $26 [R670753]


Von Campenhausen, Hans; J. A. Baker, Trans. by. ___Ecclesiastical Authority and Spiritual Power in the Church of the First Three Centuries__. Stanford University. 1969. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 308pp. Pencil and ink underlining throughout. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $11 [671371]


Young, Frances M. __The Use of Sacrificial Ideas in Greek Christian Writers from the New Testament to John Chrysostom [Patristic Monograph Series no. 5]__. Philadelphia Patristic Foundation. 1979. Paperback. 317pp. Very good; previous owner's name on front wrapper and on title page. $11 [670522]


CLASSICS


Apolloidorus; Keith Aldrich, Trans. and Notes by; Voula Tsouvelli, Drawings by. __The Library of Greek Mythology__. Coronado Press. 1977. Paperback. 297pp. Wrappers and fore-edges are yellowed, foxed and scuffed. Wrappers are chipped, bumped and curled. $8 [671469]


Athanassakis, Apostolos N.. __The Orphic Hymns [SBL, Texts and Translations 12; Graeco-Roman Religion Series 4]__. Scholars. 1977. Paperback. 146pp. Pencil markings throughout. Wrappers are damp-stained to spine, edge worn and scuffed. $11 [671752]


Brown, Peter. _Authority and the Sacred: Aspects of the Christianisation of the Roman World_. Cambridge. 1995. Hardcover with dust jacket. 91pp. Pencil underlining and markings throughout. Dust jacket is slightly edge worn and badly scuffed to back. $15 [671737]

Bruce, I. A. F.. _An Historical Commentary on the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia [Cambridge Classical Studies]_. Cambridge. 1967. Hardcover with dust jacket. 177pp. NF/VG. Clean, sharp copy. Owner's name to FFEP. $27 [U45899]


Cahill, Nicholas. _Household and City Organization at Olynthus_. Yale. 2001. Hardcover with dust jacket. 383pp. NF/NF. Clean, sharp copy. $29 [U45885]


CARTLEDGE, PAUL, PAUL MILLETT, AND SITTA VON REDEN. __Kosmos: Essays in Order, Conflict and Community in Classical Athens__. Cambridge Univ Pr. 1998. Hardcover with dust jacket. 268pp. VG/NF. Owner's name to FFEP, penciling to a few pages, clean and sharp otherwise. $47 [U45906]

CARTLEDGE, PAUL, PAUL MILLETT, and STEPHEN TODD. __Nomos: Essays in Athenian Law, Politics and Society__. Cambridge Univ. Pr. 1993. Hardcover with dust jacket. 240pp. VG/NF. Owner's name to FFEP, penciling to a few pages, clean and sharp otherwise. $37 [U45907]


Ciceronis, M. Tulli (Cicero); R. G. Austin, Ed. __Pro M. Caelio Oratio (Third Edition)__.


Dyck, Andrew R. __A Commentary on Cicero, De Officiis__. University of Michigan. 1996. Hardcover with dust jacket. 716pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn. Else very good. $77 [671994]


Eisenstadt, S.N. ed.. __The Origins and Diversity of Axial Age Civilizations__. SUNY. 1986. Paperback. 556pp. Good; sunned spine. $27 [671117]


Gager, John G.. __Moses in Greco-Roman Paganism [SBL, Monograph Series 16]__. Abingdon. 1972. Hardcover with dust jacket. 173pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, worn and scuffed. Boards are edge worn. $8 [670944]

Galinsky, Karl. __Augustan Culture__. Princeton. 1996. Hardcover with dust jacket. 474pp. G/VG. Penciling, previous owner's name, dust jacket slightly creased along the edges. $22 [671960]


Hagg, Tomas. __The Novel in Antiquity__. University of California Press. 1983. Hardcover with dust jacket. 264pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $10 [670854]

Hall, John F. ed.. __Etruscan Italy: Etruscan Influences on the Civilizations of Italy from Antiquity to the Modern Era__. Museum of Art. 1995. Hardcover with dust jacket. 411pp. VG/VG. Corners bumped, otherwise very good. $22 [671958]

Hammond, N. G. L.. __Philip of Macedon__. Johns Hopkins University. 1994. Hardcover with dust jacket. 235pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn and bumped. Else good. $27 [672004]

Harris, Edward M. __Aeschines and Athenian Politics__. Oxford. 1995. Hardcover with dust jacket. 233pp. Infrequent ink markings throughout. Dust jacket is worn, scuffed and edge curled. $32 [671980]


Heinze, Richard. __Virgil's Epic Technique__. University of California. 1993. Hardcover with dust jacket. 396pp. VG/VG. Previous owner's name on ffep. $27 [671953]


Jaeger, Werner. __Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Culture, 3 Vols__.. Oxford University. 1945. Hardcover with dust jacket. pp. 3 volumes. Stained to dust jackets. Edge chipped, worn and scuffed jackets and boards. $27 [670939]


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kagan, Donald and Gregory F. Viggiano, Eds.</td>
<td><em>Men of Bronze: Hoplite Warfare in Ancient Greece</em></td>
<td>Princeton</td>
<td>Hardcover with dust jacket</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>VG/G</td>
<td>Gently worn and scuffed dust jacket.</td>
<td>$32 [672012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keaveney, Arthur.</td>
<td><em>Lucullus: A Life</em></td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>Hardcover with dust jacket</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>G/VG</td>
<td>Pencil underlining and marginalia.</td>
<td>$67 [671577]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy, George.</td>
<td><em>The Art of Persuasion in Greece</em></td>
<td>Princeton</td>
<td>Hardcover with dust jacket</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>G/VG</td>
<td>Some penciling, clean and sharp otherwise.</td>
<td>$22 [U45980]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuhrt, Amelie.</td>
<td><em>The Persian Empire</em></td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>VG</td>
<td>$29 [U45886]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanni, Adriaan.</td>
<td><em>Law and Justice in the Courts of Classical Athens</em></td>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td>Hardcover with dust jacket</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>NF/NF</td>
<td>$37 [671592]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lefkowitz, Mary R. &amp; Rogers, Guy MacLean.</td>
<td><em>Black Athena Revisited</em></td>
<td>Univ. of North Carolina Pr.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>$11 [U45936]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard, William Ellery.</td>
<td><em>De Rerum Natura Libri Sex</em></td>
<td>Univ. of Wisconsin Press.</td>
<td>Hardcover, no dust jacket</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Some penciling, a bit shaken, sound and sharp otherwise.</td>
<td>$11 [U45955]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levick, Barbara.</td>
<td><em>Vespasian</em></td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>Hardcover with dust jacket</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>VG/VG</td>
<td>$22 [671957]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiDonnici, Lynn R.</td>
<td><em>The Epidaurian Miracle Inscriptions: Text, Translation &amp; Commentary [Texts and Translations 36, Graeco-Roman Religion Series 11]</em></td>
<td>Scholars Press.</td>
<td>Hardcover, no dust jacket</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>Near fine</td>
<td>$13 [671134]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieu, Judith; John North, and Tessa Rajak eds.</td>
<td><em>The Jews Among Pagans and Christians in the Roman Empire</em></td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>Hardcover with dust jacket</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>G/VG</td>
<td>Slight markings in the text.</td>
<td>$27 [670519]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lintott, Andrew.</td>
<td><em>Imperium Romanum: Politics and Administration</em></td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>Pencil markings throughout. Wrappers are edge worn, scuffed and bumped.</td>
<td>$16 [671765]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


McCall, Marsh H., Jr.  _Ancient Rhetorical Theories of Simile and Comparison_.  Harvard. 1969. Hardcover with dust jacket. 272pp. Stained to outer edge of leaves and lower edge of boards. Dust jacket is edge worn and scuffed.  $14 [672084]


Meineck, Peter and David Konstan eds.  _Combat Trauma and the Ancient Greeks_.  Palgrave Macmillan. 2014. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 310pp. Near fine.  $87 [671522]


Neusner, Jacob and Ernest S. Frerichs, Eds..  _'To See Ourselves As Others See Us': Christians, Jews, 'Others' in Late Antiquity [Studies in the Humanities]_.  Scholars. 1985. Paperback. 522pp. Wrappers are edge worn, scuffed and bumped.  $32 [670946]


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Edition and Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lucretian Renaissance: Philology and the Afterlife of Tradition</td>
<td>Gerard Passannante</td>
<td>Chicago, 2011, Hardcover with dust jacket</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>NF/NF</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Life of Pachomius (Vita Prima Graeca)</td>
<td>Birger A. Pearson et al.</td>
<td>Scholars, 1975, Paperback</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>Pages 7-36 detached, but present</td>
<td>$11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life of Antony</td>
<td>David S. Potter</td>
<td>Routledge, 2013, Paperback</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>Near fine</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athens and Sparta: Constructing Greek Political and Social History</td>
<td>Anton Powell</td>
<td>Routledge, 2001, Paperback</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>Near fine</td>
<td>$11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iohannis Alexandrini Commentaria in Librum de Sectis Galeni</td>
<td>C.D. Pritchett</td>
<td>E.J. Brill, 1982, Hardcover, no dust jacket</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>Slightly musty, otherwise sound</td>
<td>$57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propertius: Elegies, Book I</td>
<td>W.A. Camps</td>
<td>Cambridge, 1969, Hardcover with dust jacket</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>G/VG, pencil marginalia</td>
<td>$11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgil's Aeneid: Interpretation and Influence</td>
<td>Michael C.J. Putnam</td>
<td>Univ. of North Carolina Pr., 1995, Paperback</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>VG, clean, sharp copy</td>
<td>$12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutionis Oratoriae Liber Decimus</td>
<td>F. Quintilian</td>
<td>Georg Olms Hildesheim, 1967, Hardcover, no dust jacket</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>Penciling, otherwise good</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rankin, David.  __Celts and the Classical World__.  Routledge.  1996.  Paperback.  328pp.  VG.  Clean, sharp copy.  $10  [U45876]

Reardon, B. P..  __Courants Litteraires Grecs Des IIe et IIIe Siecles Apres J.C. [Annales Litteraires de L'Universite de Nantes, Fascicule 3]__.  Les Belles Lettres.  1971.  Hardcover, no dust jacket.  460pp.  Damp-stained to end pages, top edges of leaves and paste-down end pages.  Boards are edge worn and scuffed; covered with badly torn thick mylar.  $77  [671656]


Romilly, Jacqueline De.  __The Rise and Fall of States According to Greek Authors__.  Univ. of Michigan Press.  1977.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  100pp.  VG/VG.  $12  [U45939]


Sedley, David. __Creationism and Its Critics in Antiquity [Sather Classical Lectures, Vol. 66]__. University of California. 2007. Hardcover with dust jacket. 269pp. G/G. Slightly edge worn and scuffed boards and jacket. $20 [671785]


Sherk, Robert Kenneth. __Roman Documents from the Greek East: Senatus Consulta and Epistulae to the Age of Augustus__. Johns Hopkins Press. 1969. Hardcover with dust jacket. 396pp. VG/VG. Clean sharp copy; DJ wrapped in mylar. $75 [U45887]


Thomas, Rosalind. **Literacy and Orality in Ancient Greece [Key Themes in Ancient History]**. Cambridge. 1995. Paperback. 201pp. Ink marking to lower edge of leaves. Wrappers are edge worn, bumped and creased. $11 [671874]


Tracy, Stephen V.. __Athens and Macedon: Attic Letter-Cutters of 300 to 229 B.C. [Hellenistic Culture and Society, XXXVIII]__. University of California. 2003. Hardcover with dust jacket. 205pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly edge bumped.  $27 [672001]


Wallace, Robert W. and Edward M. Harris ed.. __Transitions to Empire: Essays in Greco-Roman History, 360-146 B.C., in Honor of E. Badian__. Oklahoma. 1996. Hardcover with dust jacket. 498pp. VG/VG  $27 [671520]


Wickkiser, Bronwen L.. __Apleios, Medicine, and the Politics of Healing in Fifth-Century Greece: Between Craft and Cult__. Johns Hopkins University. 2008. Hardcover with dust jacket. 178pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is worn and scuffed.  $32 [671528]

Wyszubski, Ch.. __Libertas as a Political Idea at Rome During the Late Republic and Early Principate [Cambridge Classical Studies]__. Cambridge. 1968. Hardcover with dust jacket. 182pp. NF/VG. Clean, sharp copy. $27 [U45900]


Zanker, Paul. __The Power of Images in the Age of Augustus__. Univ. of Michigan Pr.. 1990. Paperback. 385pp. VG. Clean, sharp copy. $8 [U45882]

COMMENTARIES- NEW TESTAMENT

Achtemeier, Paul J.; Eldon Jay Epp, Ed.. __Hermeneia: 1 Peter__. Fortress. 1996. Hardcover with dust jacket. 423pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn, curled and scuffed. $37 [671240]

Adams, Jay E.. __I Timothy, II Timothy, Titus [Christian Counselor's Commentary]__. Timeless Texts. 1994. Hardcover with dust jacket. 133pp. G/VG. Light foxing on outer page edges, previous owner's name stamp. $15 [672217]


Deterding, Paul E.. _Colossians [Concordia Commentary: A Theological Exposition of Sacred Scripture]_. Concordia Publishing. 2003. Hardcover with dust jacket. 200pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn and bumped. $27 [671359]


Fiore, Benjamin. _The Pastoral Epistles: 1 Timothy, 2 Timothy, Titus [Sacra Pagina,12]_. Liturgical Press. 2007. Hardcover with dust jacket. 253pp. VG/VG. Book plate inside front cover. $8 [671873]


Garrett, Duane A.. _Proverbs; Ecclesiastes; Song of Songs [New American Commentary]_. Broadman Press. 1993. Hardcover with dust jacket. 448pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is worn, rubbed and scuffed; covered with mylar. $11 [671930]


Healy, Mary. __Gospel of Mark [Catholic Commentary on Sacred Scripture]__. Baker. 2008. Paperback. 348pp. Very good; laminated wrappers, previous owner's name stamp. $8 [671894]


Koester, Craig R. __AB: Hebrews__. Doubleday. 2001. Hardcover with dust jacket. 604pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn and scuffed. $52 [671378]


Mangina, Joseph L. __Revelation__. Brazos Press. 2010. Hardcover with dust jacket. 271pp. VG/VG. Very good; dust jacket covered with mylar. $16 [671944]


Morris, Leon.  __NICNT: Gospel According to John__.  Eerdmans.  1973.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  936pp.  VG/G. Owner's name to FFEP, clean and sharp otherwise; DJ shows some foxing.  $16  [U46004]


Saarinen, Risto.  __The Pastoral Epistles with Philemon and Jude [Brazos Theological Commentary on the Bible]__.  Brazos Press.  2008.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  272pp.  VG/VG  $9  [671853]

Selwyn, Edward Gordon.  __The First Epistle of St. Peter__.  Macmillan.  1961.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  517pp.  Dust jacket is edge chipped, yellowed and scuffed. Edge worn boards, with curling and bumping. Foxed/yellowed to edges of leaves.  $8  [671566]

Senior, Donald P.; Daniel J. Harrington.  __1 Peter; Jude & 2 Peter [Sacra Pagina, 15]__.  Michael Glazier.  2003.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  315pp.  VG/VG.  Book plate inside front cover.  $13  [670607]


COMMENTARIES- OLD TESTAMENT


Carroll, Robert P..  _OTL: Jeremiah_.  Westminster.  1986.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  874pp.  G/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped and scuffed. Boards are slightly edge worn and scuffed.  $11  [671398]


Dhorme, E.; Harold Knight, Trans. by; H. H. Rowley, Note by; Francis I. Andersen, Preface by. __A Commentary on the Book of Job__. Thomas Nelson. 1984. Hardcover with dust jacket. 675pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge worn, scuffed and chipped. Slightly edge worn boards. $27 [671352]


Japhet, Sara. __OTL: I and II Chronicles__. W/JKP. 1993. Hardcover with dust jacket. 1077pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn, scuffed and chipped. $37 [671414]

Japhet, Sara. __OTL: I and II Chronicles__. W/JKP. 1993. Hardcover with dust jacket. 1077pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn, scuffed and chipped. $37 [671416]

Keck, Leander E.. __New Interpreter's Bible, Vol. I__. Abingdon. 1994. Hardcover with dust jacket. 1195pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge worn and scuffed; with curling to edges and corners. Boards are edge worn, scuffed and discolored. $11 [671250]

King, Philip J.. __Amos, Hosea, Micah: An Archaeological Commentary__. Westminster. 1998. Hardcover with dust jacket. 176pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, worn and scuffed. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $11 [670920]


Kraus, Hans-Joachim; Hilton C. Oswald, Trans. by. __Psalms: A Commentary__. Augsburg. 1989. Hardcover with dust jacket. 587pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge worn, scuffed and rubbed. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $10 [671496]


Milgrom, Jacob. __Leviticus [Continental Commentary]__. Fortress. 2004. Hardcover with dust jacket. 388pp. NF/FINE. Owner's name to FFEP, pristine copy otherwise. $22 [U46019]


Motyer, J. Alec. __The Prophecy of Isaiah: An Introduction and Commentary__. IVP. 1993. Hardcover with dust jacket. 544pp. G/G. Dust jacket and boards are edge worn and scuffed. $30 [672091]


Propp, William H. C. __AB: Exodus 1-18__. Doubleday. 1999. Hardcover with dust jacket. 680pp. Dust jacket is edge chipped, worn and scuffed. Boards are edge scuffed, curled and discolored along top edge. $30 [672041]


Tigay, Jeffrey H. __Deuteronomy [JPS Torah Commentary]__. Jewish Publication Society. 1996. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 548pp. Boards are worn and scuffed. Otherwise, good. $37 [671251]


Westermann, Claus. __Genesis 37-50 [Continental Commentary]__. Augsburg. 19851986. Hardcover with dust jacket. 269pp. VG/VG. Clean, sharp copy. $15 [U46022]


Woudstra, Marten H.. __NICOT: Joshua__. Eerdmans. 1981. Hardcover with dust jacket. 396pp. G/G. Previous owner names and stamps to front end pages. Dust jacket is worn and scuffed; covered with mylar. Edge worn boards. $16 [671610]

Zimmerli, Walther; James D. Martin, Trans. by; Paul D. Hanson and Leonard Jay Greenspoon, Eds. __Hermeneia: Ezekiel 2, A Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel, Chapters 25-48__. Fortress. 1983. Hardcover with dust jacket. 606pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped and worn; boards are edge scuffed. $22 [670904]

Zimmerli, Walther; Ronald E. Clements, Trans. by; Frank Moore Cross, Klaus Baltzer and Leonard Jay Greenspoon, Eds. __Hermeneia: Ezekiel 1, A Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel, Chapters 1-24__. Fortress. 1979. Hardcover with dust jacket. 509pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed. $16 [670903]


CONCISE COMMENTARIES


DEVOTIONAL


Beissel, Georg Conrad; Michelle S. Long trans.. _Some Theosophical Maxims or Rules of the Solitary Life_.  Ephrata Cloister. 1991. Paperback. 44pp. VG. Owner's name to front wrapper, otherwise clean and sharp in original plastic slip.  $27 [U45994]


Courtois, Gaston. _Before His Face: Meditations for Priests and Religious, vol. 1_. Herder & Herder. 1962. Hardcover with dust jacket. 349pp. G/G. Sunned and chipped dust jacket, previous owner's name on ffep. $11 [670683]


Finn, Thomas M.. _The Liturgy of Baptism in the Baptismal Instructions of St. John Chrysostom [Catholic University of America Studies in Christian Antiquity, No. 15]_. CUA Press. 1967. Paperback. 229pp. Stained, yellowed and creased to wrappers. Previous owner name to front cover.  $9 [670881]

Harris, Rendel. __An Early Christian Psalter__. Headley Brothers. 1909. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 66pp. Boards are edge worn, scuffed and stained. Edge chipped, bumped and creased. Yelllowed to boards and leaves. $8 [670937]

Kadloubovsky, E. and G. E. H. Palmer. __Early Fathers From the Philokalia, Together With Some Writings of St. Abba Dorotheus, St. Isaac of Syria and St. Gregory Palamas__. Faber & Faber. 1954. Hardcover with dust jacket. 421pp. Dust jacket is badly edge chipped and torn; with large pieces missing. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. Edge curled. $19 [671591]


Lawrence, Emeric. __Meditating the Gospels__. Liturgical Press. 1957. Hardcover with dust jacket. 460pp. VG/G. Chipped dust jacket. $11 [670602]


Thompson, Augustine.  __Francis of Assisi: A New Biography__.  Cornell University.  2012. Hardcover, no dust jacket.  299pp.  Ex-library. Boards are edge and spine faded.  $8  [671615]


GREEK


Buck, Carl Darling. ___Comparative Grammar of Greek and Latin__. Univ. of Chicago Pr. 1976. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 405pp. Good. Some penciling, clean and sharp otherwise. $15 [U45985]


Pharr, Clyde.  _Homeric Greek: A Book for Beginners_. University of Oklahoma. 1970. Hardcover with dust jacket. 391pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed. Boards are edge worn and scuffed.  $15 [671014]


HEBREW


Segal, M. H. __A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew__. Oxford - Clarendon. 1958. Hardcover with dust jacket. 248pp. Dust jacket is edge chipped, stained and torn. Boards are edge worn and scuffed, with curling to edges. $22 [671468]


Weingreen, J. __Classical Hebrew Composition__. Oxford - Clarendon. 1957. Hardcover with dust jacket. 146pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. Foxed throughout and to jacket. $15 [672085]


INTELLECTUAL HISTORY


JUDAICA


Cornfeld, Gaalya, Benjamin Mazar and Paul L. Maier, Eds.. __Josephus: The Jewish War, Newly Translated With Extensive Commentary and Archaeological Background Illustrations__. Zondervan. 1982. Hardcover with dust jacket. 526pp. G/G. Quarto. Dust jacket is edge chipped, creased and worn. Boards are edge worn, scuffed and faded. $16 [670839]


Epstein, Louis M.. __Sex Laws and Customs in Judaism__. KTAV. 1948. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 251pp. Good; slightly shaken. $22 [671632]

Etheridge, J. W.. __The Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan Ben Uzzziel on the Pentateuch With the Fragments of the Jerusalem Targum From the Chaldee: Genesis and Exodus__. KTAV Publishing. 1968. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 688pp. Slightly shaken, with front hinge cracked and nearly broken. Boards are edge worn, bumped and scuffed. $27 [670736]


Gereboff, Joel.  __Rabbi Tarfon: The Tradition, the Man, and Early Rabbinic Judaism [Brown Judaic Studies, No. 7]__.  Scholars. 1979. Paperback. 483pp. Wrappers are edge worn, creased and scuffed.  $14  [670892]


Green, William Scott, Ed..  __Persons and Institutions in Early Rabbinic Judaism [Brown Judaic Studies, No. 3]__.  Scholars. 1977. Paperback. 298pp. Wrappers are worn, rubbed and faded. From the personal library of Wayne Meeks.  $8  [670894]


Horowitz, Isaiah; Miles Krassen, Trans., Ed. and Intro. by; Elliot R. Wolfson, Preface by. __Isaiah Horowitz: The Generation of Adam [Classics of Western Spirituality]__. Paulist. 1996. Paperback. 449pp. Ink underlining and markings throughout. Wrappers are edge worn, curled and scuffed. $11 [671833]


Kraft, Robert A., Harold Attridge, Russell Spittler and Janet Timbie, Eds. and Trans. by. __The Testament of Job, According to the SV Text [Text and Translations 5; Pseudepigrapha Series 4]__. SBL & Scholars. 1974. Paperback. 87pp. Wrappers are worn and yellowed. Foxed and yellowed to end pages and leaves. $11 [671746]


Levine, Lee I., Ed.. __The Synagogue in Late Antiquity [The Jewish Theological Seminary of America 100: A Century of Achievement]__. American Schools of Oriental Research. 1978. Paperback. 218pp. Wrappers are edge worn, curled and scuffed. $16 [670945]


Muraoka, T.. __A Greek-Hebrew/Aramaic Index to I Esdras [SBL, Septuagint and Cognate Studies Series]__. Scholars. 1984. Paperback. 85pp. Wrappers are slightly edge worn and scuffed. $8 [671758]


Neusner, Jacob.  __A History of the Jews in Babylonia, IV.: The Age of Shapur II [Studia Post-
Boards are edge worn, bumped and creased. Faded to edges and spine.  $16 [670731]

Neusner, Jacob.  __A History of the Mishnaic Law of Appointed Times, Part Two: Erubin,
jacket.  281pp. Very good.  $27 [670814]

Neusner, Jacob.  __A History of the Mishnaic Law of Purities, Part 22: The Mishnaic System of
Uncleanness, Its Context and History [Studies in Judaism in Late Antiquity, Vol. 6/2/2]__.  Brill.
throughout.  $47 [670812]

Neusner, Jacob.  __A History of the Mishnaic Law of Purities, Part One: Kelim, Chapters One
dust jacket.  282pp. Boards are edge worn, bumped and curled.  $27 [670824]

Neusner, Jacob.  __A History of the Mishnaic Law of Purities, Part Three: Kelim, Literary and
Historical Problems [Studies in Judaism in Late Antiquity, Vol. 6/3]__.  Brill.  1974. Hardcover,
no dust jacket.  415pp. Yellowed to end pages. Boards are edge worn and bumped.  $27
[670803]

Neusner, Jacob.  __A History of the Mishnaic Law of Purities, Part Two: Kelim, Chapters
Hardcover, no dust jacket.  338pp. Boards are edge bumped, worn and scuffed.  $16 [670810]

Neusner, Jacob.  __Eliezer Ben Hyrcanus, The Tradition and the an, 2 Volumes [Studies in
are edge worn, faded and scuffed. Yellowed leaves.  $57 [670792]

Neusner, Jacob.  __History of the Mishnaic Law of Purities, Part 4: Ohalot, Commentary
Very good, slightly cocked spine. 350 pages.  $16  [670774]

Neusner, Jacob.  __The Idea of Purity in Ancient Judaism (The Haskell Lectures, 1972-1973)
Hardcover, no dust jacket.  153pp. Pencil underlining and markings throughout. Boards are edge
worn and scuffed; with fading to spine.  $27 [670721]

jacket.  1162pp.  VG/VG. From the personal library of biblical scholar Wayne Meeks. $47
[670726]


Neusner, Jacob. _The Tosefta, Second Division: Moed (The Order of Appointed Times), translated from the Hebrew_. KTAV. 1981. Hardcover with dust jacket. 348pp. VG/VG $22 [670756]


Zlotnick, Dov trans.. __The Tractate 'Mourning' (Semahot) (Regulations Relating to Death, Burial, and Mourning) [Yale Judaica series]__. Yale. 1966. Hardcover with dust jacket. 230pp. VG/G. Foxing, chipped and corner-clipped dust jacket. 190, 40 pages. $15 [670784]

LITERARY CRITICISM

Dostoevsky, Fyodor; Edward Wasiolek ed.. __The Notebooks for A Raw Youth__. Univ. of Chicago Pr.. 1969. Hardcover with dust jacket. 570pp. VG/G. Clean, sound copy. $11 [U45927]

Dostoevsky, Fyodor; Edward Wasiolek ed.. __The Notebooks for Crime and Punishment__. Univ. of Chicago Pr.. 1967. Hardcover with dust jacket. 246pp. VG/VG. Clean, sharp copy; DJ tips rubbed, price clipped. $11 [U45928]

Dostoevsky, Fyodor; Edward Wasiolek ed.. __The Notebooks for the Brothers Karamazov__. Univ. of Chicago Pr.. 1971. Hardcover with dust jacket. 279pp. G/G. Foxing, sound and unmarked otherwise. DJ dampstained. $20 [U45926]


Schneider, Elisabeth W.. _The Dragon In the Gate: Studies in the Poetry of G.M. Hopkins_. Univ. of California Pr.. 1968. Hardcover with dust jacket. 224pp. G/G. Ex-lib, some markings, a few dampstains, sound otherwise; DJ tips worn, flaps pasted down to endpapers. $10 [U45919]


LITERATURE

Borges, Jorge. _Introduction to American Literature_. University of Kentucky Press. 1971. Hardcover with dust jacket. 95pp. NF/VG. Very clean and sharp. Some light wear to DJ. $15 [U45844]


Donoso, Jose. _Coronation_. New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1965. Hardcover with dust jacket. 262pp. VG/VG. Stated First American Edition. Owner's name to FFEP, a few foxing spots and damp splotches to head, clean and sharp otherwise; DJ lightly rubbed along extremities, bright and crisp otherwise, wrapped in mylar. $13 [U45854]


Mori, Ogai. _Sansho-Dayu_. Tokyo: Hokuseido Press. 1952. Hardcover with dust jacket. 72pp. NF/VG. Small octavo, blue cloth, gilt lettering. Endpapers tanned as usual, natural crease to spine affecting the gilding a bit; very clean and sharp otherwise; some rubbing to DJ extremities, wrapped in mylar. Corrigenda slip. $65 [U45846]


MEDIEVAL HISTORY
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